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A story from the remote past tells of a man who is
said to have lived to age 969 (nine hundred sixty
nine). The name was Methuselah, and the original
“Star Trek” had an episode that extrapolated on
that account, “Requiem for Methuselah,” herewith
one of the best quotations from that series, from
Mr. Spock--“For one thing, extreme age is indicated, on the
order of six thousand years.”
When I got into silver investing for the second time
was July 22, 1998, with a buy of 6,360 shares of
Silver Standard Resources and by 2001 was
fortunate to have gotten to know some of the
management, and therefore was able, though not
at that time as yet an accredited investor, to have
a role in a private placement of securities. To raise

funds later to exercise warrants I sold all my open
market shares except 6. Six shares left! Since
then the total has blossomed far beyond the
original 6,360, and also been fortunate to
accumulate a larger hard stash than most, which I
had to move to a neighboring state that has more
respect for private property. My first foray into
silver investing was during a trip to Amarillo,
Texas, circa 1966, and I was able to acquire 500
Mercury dimes for $50.00 face by going to movie
theatres, gas stations and such places. The white
trash kid next door eventually stole these while we
were away at church so; never show what you
have, and be very tight lipped about possessing it.
Don’t make boasting posts on You Tube, don’t
have a bumper sticker on your car about
gold/silver, no T shirt messages!
Now as I approach age 64 this August, and in good
condition doing handstand push ups (I have had
issues though), I wonder about the title of my
October 2009 release, “Living To Enjoy My Silver.”
That essay described my personal experience of
healing a risky aneurysm with horse chestnut,
butcher’s broom and taurine; plus my “anecdotal”
experience using the natural acidity in fresh lemon

juice to dissolve arterial calcium, which presence
caused the aneurysm to form due to strenuous
exercise which could have been tolerated absent
the calcium buildup. Here’s the always free info
from me--http://nosilvernationalization.org/98.pdf
There’s a reason I stress “always free from me,” I
want to give out as many Keys of Knowledge as I
can. I want you to keep your personal funds for
your personal needs.
Those needs include
ordinary expenses, plus portable insurance
unconnected to standard concepts of insurance for
the possibility of hard times you can set aside
some barterable silver dimes, quarters, halves;
other items you can figure out without my making
a list. There will be more to say of my policy of
free research to the public with my next release
and you need to read all of it, including all the
links. Then I want you to ask, have multiple
sources misled you?
You will never read me
saying there’s anything wrong in principle with
selling enterprises, be they products or services;
nor with allied enterprises providing advertising
services.
Capitalism is the American way, yet
there are wrong ways of doing things and there is

no excuse for misleading the public. The end
doesn’t justify the means. You can’t do wrong in
the name of doing right.
Some silver/gold investors have reached their later
years and wonder if they’ll live to see silver fly. I
mean, it’s like Australia will be gone from the world
map before silver shows bullishness. It’s the first
rule of the financial world that anything, including
fly swarming manure with squirming maggots,
could rise in price, but NOT SILVER! That is of
course raw material silver, not jewelry and
silversmith silver, which gets boggling markups.
It’s as if raw material silver breaks to the upside
again like it did in April 2011, they won’t be able to
ever manage it down again, and the price could
runaway north! Want to better your chances of
seeing silver rise someday? Spend hours reading
about annatto tocotrienols from the South
American achiote plant (bixa Orellana); jiaogulan
(increases production of catalase, superoxide
dismutase and glutathione, three enzymes
necessary for survival; however, where it’s grown
could
be
of
concern);
PQQ
(potentiates
mitochondrial biogenesis); astaxanthin; carnosine;
selenium; vitamins D-3 and K-2; B vitamin

complex and magnesium. Never take carnosine
and taurine together, an unpleasant effect may be
experienced.
Taurine is protective of retinas,
arteries, heart, liver and somewhat boosts muscle
function. Allow eight hours apart for carnosine and
taurine.
Carnosine has meaningful restorative
properties and is said to extend lifespan 20%. Of
course both these amino acids occur in dietary
meats, but only in supplement form is this dosage
separation needed. Graying of hair happens due
to decline in the body producing catalase, which
breaks down hydrogen peroxide.
You can try
several catalase formulas to see if you get results;
be prepared for a daily dose for six months as this
won’t work rapidly.
Only the diligent get the
benefits of doing a discipline!
https://genesandnutrition.biomedcentral.com/articl
es/10 cancer concerns? Read about tocotrienol
form of vitamin E; note the only source of
tocotrienols that is 100% free of the tocopherol
form of vitamin E is the annatto plant, usual
source, South America.
You must not take
ordinary vitamin E with tocotrienol, as absorption
of the superior form is likely to be prevented.
Besides being a potent anti-cancer agent,

tocotrienols boost telomerase for normal cells.
Add another nutrient known as quercetin; you get
powerful
suppression
of
cancer
https://www.naturalhealth365.com/tocotrienolscancer-cells-2072.html
https://www.novapublishers.com/
see this link
about carnosine as a “potent anti-cancer drug with
minor side effects.” Carnosine and these other
items are still available without prescription. Of
course the medical cartel wants nutritive
substances to be by Rx only so they can get a
4,000 % mark up. Great commentary by Karl
Denninger on “medicine” here https://marketticker.org/akcs-www?post=231949
Carnosine
is
very
good
for
the
HEART
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10951105
Always take carnosine and taurine at least six
hours apart. Both very heart friendly however. In
the absorption process together they could be
unpleasant like niacin flush. Take taurine as meat
with carnosine supplements all you want.
Cell renewal revolves around two critical aspects--mitochondria and telomeres.
Mitochondria are
cellular engines, energy factories.
The fewer

mitochondria, the weaker you become till finally
the heart stops due to mitochondrial depletion as
in the fine actor Clint Walker recently deceased.
Extreme mitochondrial density plus a revved up
nervous system accounts for most of why
Bulgarian Zdravko Stoitchkov was able to clean
and jerk 485 pounds in training while weighing
only 165 pounds (1984). Steroids were not the
main cause! https://www.youtube.com/watch

Results for any of these items are dose dependent;
and short term use is unlikely to generate any
results.
PQQ is well established to induce mitochondrial
biogenesis through gene activation; another
activator is salidroside found in the adaptogenic
herb,
rhodiola
https://www.hindawi.com/journals/omcl Note two
features of this article 1) it comes from outside the
global Pharma capitol, the USA and 2) even at
that, at the end, they want you to sit on your
hands and take no action until they can patent
Pharma drugs derived from the natural plant,
which ALREADY works! Those “medications” will

then be raised 45,000% or whatever the greed
factions can extort from you. Would you give your
whole net worth to last another fifteen years?
Many would.
Make a list of items of interest
mentioned here, after doing your own reading.
Consider stocking up, as in the impending medical
tyranny these things may become unavailable and
even a criminal offense to possess. I worry more
about medical tyranny than about any potential
precious metals grab; and remember, the risk isn’t
only from the Federal government.
Telomere loss means the cell renewal cycle arrests
as the “Hayflick limit” is reached; the number of
times a cell can divide. Telomeres protect DNA.
They are depicted almost as antenna structures on
cells; I prefer a vine analogy. My mother is now
93 and was in obvious decline. These things have
reversed the decline and as I write this she’s gone
from being stuck at ten repetitions standing, to
being able to stand 40 consecutive times and then
30 nonstop times after a six minute rest, as of
seven weeks administration of these substances,
with support from B complex vitamins (multi B, not
individual B vitamins; B imbalance is bad, apart
from short term), magnesium, vitamin K-2,

hawthorn berry (cardiac booster) and COQ-10. All
this is no thanks to her doctors and the medical
system which defames nutrients and stresses
harsh pharmaceuticals. If you’re on blood thinners
and feel you can’t stop taking them, proceed
slowly as PQQ, COQ-10 and vitamin K-2 lower the
reading, while the rest raise it. I was able to
achieve a balance and the Pharma whore MD’s,
one of whom insisted she never heard of Vitamin
K-2, haven’t any clue nor will I inform them. I just
say the religious visits are helping. How could a
hospital MD not have heard of Vitamin K, when
that’s what they give to people who took an
overdose of blood thinning drugs? Just damn!
I am not satisfied about C-60 to recommend it,
same as I wouldn’t recommend Lasik vision
correction as it does increase the chance of retinal
detachment. Try “Active Focus” for vision instead
and yes it’s free. The TA-65 people must be
howling since their astragalus based product
started out so extremely costly and now the
achiote plant achieves telomerase production also,
for a hugely lower price. Another acknowledged
telomerase booster is the world renowned Indian
ashwaghanda herb, sometimes called winter cherry

http://www.scirp.org/journal/PaperInformation its
scientific name is withania somnifera. Its safety
profile
is
below
100%
so
be
aware
https://www.purenootropics.net/ashwagandha/ash
wagandha-side-effects/negative-side-effects-ofashwagandha/
However,
see
https://www.selfhacked.com/blog/59-provenscientific-benefits-ashwagandha-references/
Rhodiola is also capable of increasing life extending
telomerase
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27433836
Another herb, Bacopa, you really need to read
about it!
Pomegranate fruit contains several compounds of
interest; it’s a good arterial cleanser and see this
on
mitochondrial
“clean-up”
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/
I
found this at the National Institutes of Health,
totally in the grasp of Pharma; however, they
expect few outside medicine to read it; article
written by four researchers in India---Punica
Granatum is the science name for pomegranate---

Cordyceps mushroom is another adaptogenic herb
https://www.selfhacked.com/blog/introduction-tocordyceps/#5_Cordyceps_Protect_the_Kidneys
with other health values. See
http://www.personalhealthfacts.com/cordyceps1.ht
ml and http://www.cordyceps.com.au/
The liver!
Sometimes overlooked, must be
included in health awareness. It needs help to
detoxify the body. Read about taurine, calcium Dglucarate, alpha lipoic acid, milk thistle, reduced
glutathione and dandelion.
These should be
administered, along with selenium, a half hour
before and 15 minutes after any mandatory child
or pet vaccines. You can also read about cilantro
and chlorella re mercury detox. Never tell the
medical “providers” you’re doing this! Selenium

and lipoic acid can be overdone; follow dose
recommendations. If you have any nutraceutical
supplements shipped to you during the summer
months, there’s a chance their potency could be
lowered if left in extreme heat for several hours.
Taurine was shown to protect smokers arteries; it’s
good also for the heart muscle and the retina.
Avoid taking taurine and carnosine at the same
time.

Cartilage loss in a joint? Read about “baicalin.” It
should be taken with piperine to help absorption.
Cold laser treatments may stimulate cartilage
regeneration and these substances would add
synergy.
Great heart boosters include taurine, hawthorn
berry, coenzyme Q-10 or Ubiquinol and carnitine;
also thiamine/Benfotiamine, but B vitamins are
usually best as combinations rather than stand
alone.
Cancer concerns?
Read about shark liver oil
(alkylglycerol component encourages macrophages
to eat cancer cells), carnosine (interferes with
energy process in cancer; starves cancer of

copper, without which new blood vessels cannot
form), lactoferrin (starves tumors of iron, blocking
growth), olive leaf (contains Oleuropein, disrupts
cancer cytoskeleton and prevents angiogenesis
blood vessel formation), Ceylon cinnamon (blocks
blood vessel formation), selenium (protects DNA to
prevent mutation). Spirulina, powdered organic
apple peel also, which contains polyphenols,
phloridzin and triterpenoids. This is worth reading-http://healthyprotocols.com/2_nagalase.htm
and
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC42
27229/ Note the “NIH” in the URL which stands for
National Institutes of Health, a captive agency of
Big Pharma. Countless natural substances are in
research to be able to get patentable drug
(“medication”) Rx items from these; the research
pieces are highly technical, but non-biotech people
can catch enough of the wording to see what’s
going on; they expect people to take no action
until these have had derivative patented drugs
made from them, at which point, the price will
inflate by 20,000 to 50,000 percent over the cost
of the natural substances, which as they admit,
ALREADY work! My dog was predicted terminal

before spring 2017. Using info I located at that
site, she’s still quite alive. The veterinarian had to
know about these things being researched;
wouldn’t mention any of them to me as no drugs
had been developed out of them so far; and would
have let my pet die from medical greed rather than
inform me there was potent (and CHEAP) action I
could take immediately!
Any medical person
dispenses such info to the public will face
nullification of their license! Chemical structure of
Oleuropein found in common Mediterranean olive
leaf---

I just bought 600 capsules of this for under $20;
infuriating the Medical Colossus---

I had to give antibiotic to my dog due to an
infection. Naturally the vet wouldn’t tell me to
expect appetite suppression along with this. After
giving my dog wet slurry of Spirulina powder with
some brewer’s yeast, it wasn’t long before she
wanted to eat! Antibiotics do something not so
good to the stomach lining, and Spirulina with
brewer’s yeast helped. Use an index finger to
“paint” the semi-wet mixture onto the dog’s teeth
along the side. The same formula could help you
the same way.
Gout? Drink a cup of strong coffee, cream or milk
is OK, please no sugar however. Coffee worked to
get rid of gout in less than an hour and a half, for
me. Heartburn issues? Start taking L-glutamine,
a nearly tasteless powder you can mix into fruit
juice. Take on empty stomach. Stay on it twice a
day for at least two weeks. If resolved, stay on
this once per week, same as the lemon juice in
water routine described in the 2009 article.
Glutamine repairs the lower esophageal sphincter
(LES) which is a valve preventing stomach acid
from flowing upwards beyond where it should be.
Low stomach acid can be a contributor to the
problem; antacids are not your allies. After a

round of antibiotics, heartburn is subject to
manifest. Joint and connective tissue issues like
tendonitis? You may have to stop exercise for
several weeks to help tendonitis resolve. However,
you can use roll-on DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide)
usually having some aloe vera added to prevent
skin irritation, on the affected area. Try Cissus
quadrangularis, bamboo source silica supplement,
or horsetail, boron, Vitamin C, and baicalin.
Baicalin in experiments with rabbits caused some
regeneration of joint cartilage. It should be taken
with bioperine or piperine to help with absorption.
You can buy a home operated cold laser for stem
cell photo-biostimulation of an affected joint. Do
not deviate from the instructions! A protective pair
of safety glasses should accompany the unit and
should be put on before turning the device on;
keep pets, children, and uninvolved parties out of
the room till the unit is shut off and placed out of
reach. If necessary, keep it locked in your vehicle
trunk, or in a safe; this is not a kid’s toy, and not
for eye treatments at all.
There are PRP injections (platelet rich plasma) for
joints with cartilage loss. Stem cells are taken
from your bone marrow and mixed with a blood

fraction and injected into the damaged joint. I’d
suggest first to try the baicalin/piperine with
Cissus, silica and other nutrients, taken an hour
before a cold laser session. Cold laser is available
at many chiropractic offices. Hyperbaric oxygen
might enhance (possibly).
One big thing you can do for health is cut down on
sugar intake. Eliminate it from coffee and tea.
Get off sweets by freezing orange juice, grape and
apple juice and thaw it to an icy slush and use it as
a treat. Organic honey is still a sugar, albeit better
than refined white sugar, and too much can cause
overweight.
Missing a tooth? Yes, you can go get a titanium
implant, or you can wait for the human tooth
regeneration process developed by Dr. Jeremy Mao
at Columbia University Dental Laboratory, to be
released to the public.
Already accomplished
several years ago in the lab, the method involves
placement of a “scaffold” into which growth factors
are injected, which then attracts stem cells. On
arrival, the stem cells sense where they’re at, and
“know” what tissue to become. Interestingly and
perhaps in some way not coincidentally, the
process takes the same length of time as canine

gestation---63 days. Yes, the dog is man’s best
friend and also has telomeres and mitochondria
and will live longer if administered PQQ, rhodiola,
jiaogulan and annatto tocotrienols. Since these
structures fail faster in dogs, toss out the idea of
relating the dose to the animal’s weight related to
yours, and the dose you take. The recommended
PQQ dose is 20 milligrams and a larger man
(hopefully not larger due to blubber) would need
half again more. I’d give a small dog 5 to 10
milligrams PQQ every other day to start with for
several months, with food (please not el-cheapo
brands) to check for tolerance. The achiote oil
should be as large a dose as you take (intuitive
view). You can ask your veterinarian but unless
it’s a holistic vet, expect dismay due to they won’t
make money if you do this.
Avoid cheaper pet food that contains “meat by
products.”
This
is
likely
to
encourage
disease/sickness at some point.
Back to the tooth regeneration process, naturally
the standard dental implantologists are tight lipped
about this as those who aren’t able to come on
board will be offering an outdated technology.
Who wouldn’t wait several more years to have a

REAL tooth, and one that grew from their own
resources, albeit helped by science? If word gets
out to millions of people, many will shelf their
plans to see dental implantologists, dig their heels
in, and just wait till the tooth regeneration process
is available. In that event, dental implantologists
will go through some lean times. Tough! If times
get lean for them, they can pressure Columbia
University’s patent holders to speed up the
timetable for public release. Naturally, medical
tourism may take place with this dental
breakthrough also, as often times other countries
are more medically advanced, as Americans are
badly hindered by a greedy medical and
pharmaceutical system. Fraud also takes place in
foreign medical clinics, in some cases; research
before taking the plunge. Tooth regeneration short
video--https://www.youtube.com/watch
Columbia University was founded as King’s College
in 1754, named for King George II of England. It
was renamed due to public uproar against Crown
loyalists; same way the Church of England here
renamed itself the Episcopal Church. Columbia
however is a Pilgrims Society university and these

medical profits will suck many people dry. Similar
bio-restorative research is ongoing at other
universities including in Japan and Europe, and
may reach the public before theirs. Same thing
with retinal neuron restorative research.
Are you taking hot, steamy showers? Very bad for
your health, as chlorine molecules in the vapor
enter your lungs and incite joint damage, heart
weakness and can potentiate cancer.
Avoid
steamy saunas! I know someone who took hot
steamy showers for a long time and needed a hip
replacement. Cause and effect? Other “etiology”
could cause hip deterioration but in this case no.
Get a water filter for drinking and cooking that
deletes fluoride, not chlorine only.
Are you in the habit of sometimes rubbing your
eyes? Back off it, because you’re opening yourself
up to a scary vitreous disturbance accompanied by
circles of light and flashes due to some vitreous
detachment from the retina. Take lysine, Ascorbyl
palmitate, bilberry, black currant capsules,
pomegranate soft gels, fish oil, type II collagen,
selenium, zinc to support the eye vitreous humor.
If you want to improve to normal vision, I suggest
you tune into Jake Steiner on You Tube. The

eyeball is moved by multiple muscles.
By
deliberate squinting, resolving blur at the periphery
of vision, the eyeball gradually changes shape so
that focus is sharpened.
I read a successful
program, if diligently followed, can produce great
improvement in 24 months. Do not do this by
using index finger and thumb pressure on the
eyeball!
Too much of this will cause vitreous
disturbance. Use those eyeball moving muscles to
“pull back.”
He may have a farsightedness
program also. I haven’t noticed any fees.
Some sun exposure is good as the body can
generate its own Vitamin-D; however you must
stop well short of a painful burn and too much sun
exposure for unshielded eyes will cause cataract
formation.
Flea problems, are you’re hesitant to use chemical
poisons? Try a room dehumidifier. Reports are
that fleas in larval stage can’t survive in
dehumidified environment setting at 45% or
below. A good unit can be had for the low $200
range; move from room to room and allow five
hours per room, with each room sealed. Frigidaire
70 pints/day is currently the best rated.
Homemade flea spray that gets results and is

much safer for a pet than commercial sprays--99% tap water; .9% fresh lemon juice; a dozen
drops of neem oil added; shake. No boiling and
“steeping” of lemons is necessary, though you will
get more lemon peel oil that way. If this spray is
allowed to accumulate, eventually a stink will
register due to the neem oil. Use a moist only
washrag in several applications, rinsing the rag
each time, to remove the buildup. Vacuum bags
hardly need changing every time carpet is
vacuumed.
Have the machine suck up a
tablespoon of salt; it will kill any flea presence by
desiccation.
Salt in carpets is also useful; no
carpet is best for pet owners. You could also kill
flea infestation by heating a room beyond 96
degrees for several hours; not practical. If you’ve
salted and or used baking soda or boric acid in
carpets, it may be necessary to vacuum before
starting a dehumidifier; watch the filter.
Monsanto “Roundup” weed killer is phenomenally
dangerous! No one ever needed anything to kill
weeds in driveway gaps besides boiling water!
Same goes for fire ants; in addition to high
environmental safety, the cost is much less.

There is the pervasive stance that people should
strictly limit themselves to Rx items dispensed by
doctors. This is a very limiting and often deadly
stance, and I’ve read statements that doctors on
average are 17 years behind the research curve
from lab confirmation to clinical practice.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC56
86300/ --“The question must also be posed as to why this
medication has not yet been approved by the FDA.
Despite the doubts raised as results of some
clinical studies, the efficacy of this drug has been
endorsed in several studies. It appears that there
are non-scientific reasons that prevent FDA
approval.”
Written by three Iranian researchers Caspian J
Intern Med. 2017 Autumn; 8(4): 228–238.
Authorities want the public to have the attitude
that the public’s reason for being is to provide
staggering torrents of income to the Medical
Colossus. Please resist this idea and remember an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. How
much money does a large hospital complex take
in, compared to a large grocery store?

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health
On July 10, 2018, this Pilgrims Society news
source Reuters released “Multivitamin-mineral
supplements do not reduce heart disease, deaths”
and noted--“Americans spent an estimated $36.1 billion on
vitamins and nutritional supplements in 2017, and
many believe that MVM supplements maintain and
promote health by preventing various diseases,
including cardiovascular disease. Most large-scale
studies, however, have found no such benefit.”
Who conducted the studies? Pharma of course.
They hate anything you can take without a
prescription. To the contrary of their greed and
control biased studies, millions of people if asked
will say yes, they do receive valuable benefits from
supplements. I saved myself an operation that
would have cost six figures just by using the
acidity in lemons to dissolve the arterial calcium
build up I had (see “Living to Enjoy My Silver,”
October 2009
http://nosilvernationalization.org/98.pdf ).
Founder of the interests which are Thomson
Reuters today was Lord Thomson of Fleet, Pilgrims

Society London for many years, whose family is
now worth over $30 billion---

“Average Drug Label Lists Whopping 70 Side
Effects” https://www.livescience.com/14293-druglabel-side-effects.html The side effects are then
“treated” with other Pharma drugs, enriching the
Episcopalian money complex on the East coast.
Yes! Other religious groups are involved! I see
them as dominant however.
“Psychiatrist arrested after 36 of his patients died,”
a story from March 2018.
Five days after starting a new prescription for
“mental health issues,” 23 year old Jeremy
Webster of Westminster, Colorado, opened fire,
shooting a mother several times, two of her sons,
one died, then he wounded a witness. Will the
media call psychiatric “medications” into question?
Absolutely not; and the police may even receive a

message from the Governor to downplay any such
connection to the road rage incident. Instead of
blaming psychiatry and Pharma, the gun
manufacturers will be blamed again, and we will be
told the Second Amendment must be scrapped. All
gun control originates in England as they want to
“retake the Colonies,” our leaders will go along
with it but the common serfs must be disarmed.
Mike Bloomberg is America’s top gun control
advocate, and he is a member of the Order of the
British Empire, which is the “visible” Pilgrims
Society. As of 2014 info Mike isn’t a member in
the Episcopalian dominated Pilgrims Society group;
he may easily be a member since, and some Jews
and Catholics have been members since 1902
when it was organized by Anglican-Episcopalians.
The big rich lists of Forbes and Fortune can’t be
counted on for accuracy due to so much hidden
and unreported wealth tracing back to large
landholdings in colonial times, which interests
became the foundation of the megabanks! That
wealth friends, scarcely has any Jewish and little
Catholic roots, but is heaviest with English Anglican
and secondly with Dutch roots; and these two

factions are in a profound collaboration of very
long standing.
This one has been a member of The Pilgrims
London since 1997--- (other info from Bloomberg)
---

Brewer is associated with the China-Britain
Business Council, the world maritime shipping
insurance industry, the Queen, and is a former
Lord Mayor of London and is a director of National
Bank of Kuwait. Bridgeman represents assets of

over $4 billion and has been associated with the
old-line name Morgan Grenfell & Company, closely
connected to the Bank of England.
Several people well known in silver have taken to
citing my work as in screenshots presented in You
Tube videos, and refused to provide any
attribution---to inform viewers where they got the
info from. Since I’ve never charged for my free
public interest research, it would be more decent if
these people would allow me some name
recognition. Furthermore, when they screenshot
my work and refuse me any credit, they’re also
preventing their viewers from being able to read
the complete research pieces they’re hijacking, as
in plagiarizing, from me. I have a “helper” who
has a way of stating things more forcefully. Two
examples of the videos I’m complaining about are
https://www.youtube.com/watch see at 4:19, then
see start page of www.silverstealers.net and click
on “Red Alert on Texas Bullion Depository,” you’ll
find this guy grabbed some research I did and
refused to allow me any credit for it; he sure gives
credit to everyone else. The second example is at
https://www.youtube.com/watch see 1:00-1:01
and again 1:07-1:48, and then check out my April

2014 release
http://nosilvernationalization.org/135.pdf which is
where Silver Shield Chris Duane himself copied my
research from, and denied me public credit for it
when he incorporated it into his video. A request
for fairplay received no response. I figure if
someone presents screenshots from his videos and
then doesn’t mention where they got the
screenshots, Chris would feel slighted. Golden
Rule, Chris? Walking on me is not OK. I thought
better of you than this, Chris. I wondered if this
slight was retaliation for my publicly correcting his
error (the government “left silver alone”) in June
2017
https://www.silvermarketnewsonline.com/articles/I
CantBelieveImSeeingThis%20ErrorAgain_Savoie06
2217.pdf In this research I called Chris Duane
“the great silverite,” so as to acknowledge the
“splash” he’s made on the scene. Now, why can’t I
get credit from him when he copies my work and
won’t mention he “lifted” it from one of my free
research pieces? It does matter; authors want to
get credit (attribution) for their work! Chris, you
make money with your videos, and that is OK by
me, but now you use my research to help boost

sales and you wouldn’t even mention you took it
from me. Friends, this isn’t some popularity
contest, it’s only about recognizing someone’s
work! This is the same guy who once interviewed
me and published a preliminary version of The
Silver Stealers; in those situations, he sure did
have my name on my own research. What
happened?

Then there’s Cynthia McKinney and Catherine
Austin-Fitts mentioning The Pilgrims and never
allowing me any credit for my years of research
including months after Fitts was told in a public
interview I’d released “thousands and thousands”
of pages on them in the Silver Squelchers series,
and this “great leader” her pal McKinney would not
agree in email exchange to allow me credit for my
years of free research nor to refer anyone to my
FREE site. Yes! I will have much more to say on
Facebook about favoritism and financial problems
in the “community,” and you need to read and
evaluate it. It will be ready several weeks after
this release. Let the public at large reach their
own conclusions. Chris Duane has also noticed
“problems” https://www.youtube.com/watch May

21, 2018 at 2:51 he urged people to “STOP
CHASING AFTER THESE NEWSLETTERS!”
I don’t see how I should be demonized for asking
for some basic fairplay. It’s standard practice in all
research to document where material came from.

